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Third Republic to complete the base of the pyramid which all
previous regimes had left incomplete.
The Republic inherited a dual system of Church schools and
State schools which had been permitted by Napoleon and the
restored Bourbons, confirmed by the Second Republic in the
Lot Falloux of 1850, and perpetuated by the Second Empire. A
series of laws in the eighteen-eighties were passed largely under
the inspiration of the anti-clericalists led by Jules Ferry, who
was Minister of Public Instruction several times between 1879
and 1885. The result was, for the first time in French history, a
real national network of free, compulsory, primary, secular
schools. Many 'free schools' run by the Churches survived,
though under State inspection and limited supervision, and
the number of children attending them steadily declined be-
tween 1885 and 1940. In 1886 there were 1,919,134 children
in Church primary schools as against 3,598,007 in the State
primary schools. By 1925 there were only 767,000 as against
3,061,000, so that the ratio dropped from about a third to about
a fifth of the total.1
The laws of the Republic were also responsible for making
primary education in France remarkably uniform in purport,
syllabus, and even time-table. The 'higher primaries', for chil-
dren between the ages of thirteen and sixteen, continued this
uniformity. The State lycees and colleges, providing education
which ran parallel to and beyond the 'higher primaries',
charged fees but were subsidized and supervised by the State.
At every level immense emphasis was put on French language
and culture, French history and geography, French national
traditions and citizenship. The guiding principle was that a
positive set of beliefs and moral values had to be impressed
upon each new generation. The State teachers' training col-
leges—the ecoles normales—provided the necessary staff of highly
indoctrinated teachers, drilled in anti-clerical sentiments and
barred by the syllabus from providing any religious instruc-
tion. The result was an army of Radical and Socialist sympa-
1 Cf. C. Richard: U Enseignement en France (1925); Carlton J. H.
Hayes: France a Nation of Patriots (1930), Chapter III, where many
interesting statistics are given.

